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BOOST TO CANCER RECOVERY 
Introduction of Kosha Bolsters Protection Cover 

 
 

July 7th, 2014- Los Angeles, CA - Bolsters, a cancer recovery component, can now be kept completely 
safe from bacteria, odor, and damage even without repeated and time-consuming cleanings. With Kosha 
covers, hospitals can use bolsters more frequently, safely, and effectively. 
 
Cancer therapy and recovery are highly specialized activities, requiring tremendous amount of skill and 
patience from doctors, caregivers, and patients. Because of the delicate nature of the whole exercise, 
extreme care is taken to ensure the safety of patients and success of the procedure. 

Bolsters, a critical component in cancer recovery, should be absolutely clean of bacteria and dirt while in 
use because the weakened immune system of cancer patients makes them very weak against any bacteria 
and dirt. However, cleaning of bolsters demands a huge investment of time and efforts, which makes it 
difficult for hospitals to frequently use this essential cancer recovery component.  

To effectively deal with this problem, Kosha has introduced a cover for bolsters; the cover successfully 
secures bolsters from sweat and human induced bacteria, thus making it safe for repeated uses. 

Kosha is a Sanskrit term; its English meaning is layer or sheath. A Kosha Bolster Cover is a combination 
of 2 layers. The first layer comprises of Kosha fabric; its water/sweat absorbing capacity is 3 to 4 times 
better than cotton, making it super absorbent, and it is a natural fiber, leading to consistent effectiveness 
against odor.  

The 2nd layer in the cover is a sophisticated material; it is free of toxic chemicals and eco-friendly. In 
combination, these two layers provide a bacteria-resistant, odor-free, natural and safe solution for 
covering bolsters, thus doing away with the need to indulge in a tedious and time-consuming cleaning 
process. Most importantly, with the use of Kosha covers, there is a huge leap in the effectiveness of 
cancer recovery. 

Kosha Bolsters Covers come from the manufactures of the highly successful Kosha fabric, the 
revolutionary material which has comprehensively defeated the problem of odor and the cleaning care in 
yoga mats, furniture covers, automotive interiors, and pet beds.  

Kosha Bolsters Covers have a cardinal role to play in assisting in the recovery to cancer patients and in 
making the efforts of caregivers more worthwhile and less strenuous. 

### 

For information visit http://www.KoshaCovers.com or contact Ashley at (517)980-2403 or 
Ashley(at)koshacovers(dot)com for a demonstration.  


